p0(x) = l/(6Nyi\ p,{x) = 21/2x/(6iV)1/2, p2(x) = (3/2)2'/2(2x2 -1)/(6A01/2, />g(*) = 2(2/65)1/2(18x3 -11 x)/(6N)1'1, -pt{x) = (l/4)(2/31)1/2(288x4 -306x2 + 65)/(6iV)1/2.
The roots of pi(x) are xi = -.8769, x2 = -.5418, x3 = .5418, x4 = .8769.
Thus, from (9c) we see that Xi = X* = (.2172) (6iV), X2 = X3 = (.2828)(62V).
Thus, choosing the function f(v) to be /M = J(xvl) = &(x0)2/sink2 dx, where 6 = hv\J/2kT we obtain from (1), (11), and (18 C" ~ 3iV&{(.4344)(.87690)2/sinh2 (.87690) + (,5656)(.54180)2/sinh2 (.54180)}.
Qualitatively our method is equivalent to replacing the entire frequency spectrum by a small number, say n, of specially chosen sharp frequencies.
These frequencies and their weight factors are chosen so that the values obtained for all averages over polynomials of degree {In -1), or less, are exact. 
r r2
where the last term vanishes when the flow has axial symmetry about the x axis. In this case a solution of Eq. (1) based on a source distribution fix) per unit length along the x axis from x = 0 to x = L is or, to the first order terms in fir,
( 1 +22 A* = i-{2f(x)/(3r -f"(x) [fir log 08r/L) ] + 0(/3r)},
4ir for 0 <x <L.
On the body surface to a first order approximation
or /"(a:) = 2irpUaro(dr/dx)o = fiuxS', Therefore, for 0 <x <L, fix) = 2wu"^rr'[l + (log /3r/Z)(3/3Vr"/2 + /3V2r<3>/2r' + rr" + r'2) + 0(r2)] = fiu^S'ix) + 0(r4 log r), for /3 > 0.
Eq. (13) shows that at least for incompressible flow ((3 = 1) Eq. (12) will provide the surface velocities accurate to the order r4 log r = 0. A corresponding statement cannot be made for subsonic flow however since the compressibility effects of the flow have been considered only to the first order in Eq. (3). 
